Life in Sias
China, the world’s most populous state, was crowded by billions of people. The different
brought the various cultures to this country which makes it full of colours and vividness. However, it
also was hidden peace and precious natural tourist attractions inside. We, as the Thai to China
exchange students, really appreciated the opportunity that Naresuan University and Faculty of
Humanities provided us this abroad experience in Sias International University, Xinzheng, China.
Sias International University (郑州大学西亚斯国际学院) was established in 1998 by a naturalized
Chinese-American, Shawn Chen. The
surrounding was really multi-cultures such as
Spanish Cafeteria, Russian Dormitory, Chinese
and American Administration Building, and
Opera House Music Building. Moreover, there are
also different culture students as Indian, Russian,
Malaysian, Indonesian, Korean, and Laos. In
each semester, we joined many activities that
Sias provides us.
Chinese Corner: the first activities that we join
here.
This activity aimed to persuade the foreign students
studying Chinese by arranging games. We also have a
chance to meet up with the native speakers and make
friends.

Sport Day Ceremony: Thai national costume was
represented our country. So, we have a good
chance to realize different styles of international
costumes.

International Bike Racing 2015 at Luoning:
promoting China Tourism and persuading
foreigner to come here.
Dragon Boat Festival: celebrating each faculty
by creating their own boats.
Chinese Speech Contest for foreign students: a great opportunity to tell
your experience about Sias from your own opinion.

Short Trip to other cities such as Beijing,
Shanghai, Luoyang, and Xian: providing us
the new experience outside and realizing
how to arrange travelling plan.
In conclusion, this four-month activity not only gave
us Chinese lesson but also provide us life experience
with foreign students. Moreover, we have a chance to welcome Chinese friend to Thailand. In
addition, we understand more about different cultures and life style. According to Laurel Clark, “I've
always enjoyed traveling and having experience with different cultures and different people. But it's

also a wonderful thing to be able to benefit and enable research, not only in our country but around
the world.”

